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Abstract 
In this paper, unified loss expressions are introduced based on the loss expression of transformer's independent 
operation. These unified expressions combine loss expressions of both independent and parallel operation of double 
winding or three-winding transformer. Based on the unified loss expression, a unified energy saved amount 
expression and a unified optimal load shift amount expression in peak load shifting is derived. A calculation for an 
example is demonstrated to show the effect of peak load shifting to transformers' energy saving. 
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1. Introduction
The study on economic operation of transformer is essential for energy saving in power system. The 
main method of economic operation includes setting a suitable combination mode by analyzing the loss 
curve[1,2], economic load shifting[3] and reactive power compensation by parallel capacitor[4] and so on 
to save energy. Peak load shifting is one kind of the load shifting method which shift the peak segment of 
the load to the lower segment[5]. This method is simple and feasible for power supply station and large 
consumer like industrial and mining enterprises[6]. In the calculation of economic operation of 
transformer [7], deduces the optimal load rate for transformer. In [8] the concept of equivalent load loss 
of three-winding transformer is brought in to combine the double winding transformer and three-winding 
transformer's loss expression into a unified expression. In this paper, unified expressions of energy loss 
amount, energy saved amount and optimal load shift amount of both independent and parallel operation 
of double winding or three-winding transformer is deduced. A calculation for an example is demonstrated 
to show the effect of peak load shifting to transformers' energy saving. 
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2. Active Power Loss Of Transformer’S Operation 
2.1 Energy Loss of Independent Operation of Transformer 
To deduce the unified expressions, the notation to be used is first introduced: 
ΔP:  active power loss of transformer 
P0:  no-load loss of transformer 
Pk:  short-circuit loss of transformer 
S1:  load of primary side of transformer 
S2:  load of secondary side of transformer 
S3:  load of third side of transformer 
SN:  rated capacity of transformer 
β:  load rate of transformer 
Pk1:  short-circuit loss of primary side of transformer 
Pk2:  short-circuit loss of secondary side of transformer 
Pk3:  short-circuit loss of third side of transformer 
SH: peak load segment of transformer 
Sb: lower load segment of transformer 
SH’: load after load shifting in peak load segment of transformer 
Sb’: load after load shifting in lower load segment of transformer 
ΔPH: active power loss in peak load segment of transformer 
ΔPb: active power loss in lower load segment of transformer 
ΔPH’: active power loss after load shifting in peak  load segment of transformer 
ΔPb’: active power loss after load shifting in lower load segment of transformer 
ΔΔPH: the changed amount of active power loss after load shifting in peak load segment 
ΔΔPb: the changed amount of active power loss after load shifting in lower load segment 
ΔΔP: the saved amount of active power loss after load shifting 
βopt: the optimal amount of load(rate) shift 
Equivalent circuit of double winding transformer is given in fig.1.  
Fig.1 Equivalent circuit of double winding transformer 
The whole active power loss is given as follows: 
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Equivalent circuit of three-equal capacity-winding transformer is given in fig. 2. 
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Fig.2 Equivalent circuit of three-winding transformer 
The whole active power loss is given as follows: 
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(1) and (2) can be combined as a unified expression as follows: 
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In this expression, m values 1 when the transformer is double winding and 3 when the transformer is 
three-winding. The expression of reactive power loss is similar to that of active power loss. The following 
derivation takes active power loss as example for convenience. 
2.2 Energy Loss of Parallel Operation of Transformers 
When two double winding transformers with equal capacity are running, they afford the load averagely, 
so the load rate of each transformer is half of which while single operated and the no-load loss stay the 
same. The whole active loss of transformers while paralleled operated is given as follows: 
2
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Similarly, when two three-equal capacity-winding transformers with equal capacity are running, the 
whole active loss is given as follows: 
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(4) and (5) can be combined as a unified expression as follows: 
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3. Energy saving effect of peak load shifting to transformer operation 
3.1 Principles of Transformer Energy Saving by Peak Load Shifting 
Take active power loss as example, (1),(2) are the active power loss expressions of transformer in 
which β is known as load factor. To a transformer, P0, Pk and SN are constant and can be checked from 
the nameplate of the transformer. So ΔP is the quadratic function of load S(or load rate，β), the curve of 
which is shown in fig.3: 
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Fig.3 Principles of Energy Saving by Peak Load Shifting 
Calculate the second derivative of ΔP with respect to Δβin (1): 
'' 2 0kP PΔ = >
That is, ΔP increases faster as Beta gets bigger. So If part of the load (or load rate) in peak segment is 
shift to the low segment, energy loss will be saved. The saved amount is: 
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3.2 Relative Parameters of Transformer Energy Saving by Peak Load Shifting 
1) Parameters of independent operated transformers' energy saving 
a) Double winding transformer
Suppose the active power loss of transformer is ΔPH in peak load segment and is ΔPb in low load 
segment, then: 
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Now a part of peak load Δβ is shift to lower load segment. Then the active power loss is: 
            (8) 
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Compare (7) with (8), it can be known that the reduced energy loss amount of peak load segment is 
more than the increased amount of lower load segment, which equals the saved amount of active power 
loss. This saved amount is  ΔΔP:
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It can be seen that the saved amount of active power is relative to the amount of shift load. Calculate 
the first derivative of ΔΔP with respect to Δβ:
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Put 0d P
d β
ΔΔ =Δ
. Then: 
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That is, when Δβ values the above value, the effect of active power saving by peak load shifting is 
optimal. 
b) Three- winding transformer
Ordinarily, load shifting is operated on only one of the secondary side and the third side. Suppose load 
shifting is operated on secondary side in this paper, the analyzing method of three-winding transformer is 
similar to that of double winding transformer. Then: 
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(9) and (12) can be expressed by the unified expression as follows: 
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(11)and(14) can be expressed by the unified expression as follows: 
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2) Parameters of energy saving of two paralleled operated transformers with equal capacity 
a) Double winding transformer
When two double winding transformers with equal capacity are operated parallelly, the saved amount 
of active power loss by peak load shifting can be deduced refer to (4), (7) ~ (11): 
2[( ) ]H kP β β β βΔΔ = − Δ Δ − Δ P                          (17) 
The optimal load shifting amount is: 
2
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b) Three- winding transformer
When two three-winding transformers with equal capacity are operated parallelly, the saved amount of 
active power loss by peak load shifting can be deduced refer to (5), (12) ~ (14): 
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The optimal load shifting amount is: 
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(17) and (19) can be expressed by the unified expression as follows: 
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(18) and (20) can be expressed by the unified expression as (16). 
Unified expressions are deduced in the foregoing paragraphs. (4)is the expression of singly operated 
double(or three) winding transformer's active power loss. (7) is the expression of parallelly operated 
double(or three) winding transformers' active power loss.(16)is the expression of energy saved amount of 
singly operated double(or three) winding transformer after peak load shifting. (22) is the expression of 
energy saved amount of parallelly operated double(or three) winding transformer after peak load shifting. 
(17) is the expression of optimal load shift amount of singly(or parallelly) operated double(or three) 
winding transformers' in peak load shifting. 
4. Example 
4.1 Double Winding Transformer 
There are two same double winding transformers in a 110kV transformer substation in Zunyi city, the 
parameters of which is shown as table 1. The average load of peak segment is SH=|11.838+j4.814|kVA 
and last for 8 hours. The average load of low segment is Sb=|5.445+j2.689|kVA and last for 8 hours. The 
calculation for  energy saving effect by peak load shifting is given as  follows: 
TABLE I.  Parameters of the transformers 
Parameters 
UN(Primary side,kV) 110 S0(kVA) 25.2 
UN(Secondary
side,kV) 10.5 Q0(kVA) 14.82  
Sn(kVA) 40 Sk(kVA) 4072
Pk(kW) 137.65 Qk(kVA) 4069.67  
Uk(%) 10.18 KQ 0.04 
P0(kW) 20.38 KP 0.08 
I0(%) 0.063   
Solution: Suppose a part of peak load is shift by optimal amount and substitute PH, QH, Pb and Qb into  
(17) and (18). PH, QH, Pb and Qb after load shifting are calculated as shown in table 2. 
TABLE II.  Active power loss and reactive power loss before and after load shifting 
 Pb(kW) PH(kW) Qb(kvar) QH(kvar) 
Before 23.553 34.431 33.217  73.767  
After 28.016 28.016 50.621  50.621  
Saved energy amount (per hour, per day and per year) are calculated refer to the results above and 
shown in table 3. 
TABLE III.  Effects of peak load shifting to energy saving 
 Per Hour Per Day Per year 
ΔP(kW) 1.95  15.62  5622.90  
ΔQ(kvar) 5.74  45.93  16535.32  
ΔPZ(kW) 2.34  18.71  6734.14  
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4.2 Three-Winding Transformer 
There are two same three-winding transformers in a 110kV transformer substation in Zunyi city, the 
parameters of which is shown as table 4. The average load of peak segment is SH=|4.63+j0.619|kVA and 
last for 8 hours. The average load of low segment is Sb=|2.63+j1.219|kVA and last for 8 hours. The 
calculation for energy saving effect by peak load shifting is given as follows: 
TABLE IV.  Parameters of the transformers 
Parameters 
UN(Primary side,kV) 110 Pk3(kW) 74.515 
UN(Secondary side,kV) 38.5 Q0(kVA) 0.048 
UN(Third side,kV) 10.5 Qk1(kVA) 4.084 
Sn(of each side, kVA) 40 Qk2(kVA) 2.612 
I0(%) 0.12 Qk3(kVA) 0.1 
P0(kW) 34 KQ 0.04 
Pk1(kW) 82.095 KP 0.08 
Pk2(kW) 69.315   
Solution: Suppose a part of peak load is shift by optimal amount and substitute PH, QH, Pb and Qb into 
(19) and (20). PH, QH, Pb and Qb after load shifting are calculated as shown in table 5. 
Saved energy amount (per hour, per day and per year) are calculated refer to the results above and 
shown in table 6. 
According to the results above, it is efficient to arrange load curve reasonably to save energy loss of 
transformer. Peak load shifting is not only significant for power supply department but also for industrial 
and mining enterprises to save energy and increase benefit. 
TABLE V.  active power loss and reactive power loss before and after load shifting 
 Pb(kW) PH(kW) Qb(kvar) QH(kvar) 
Before 23.553  34.431  33.217  73.767  
After 28.016  28.016  50.621  50.621  
TABLE VI.  effects of peak load shifting to energy saving 
 Per Hour Per Day Per year 
ΔP(kW) 0.14  1.11  401.17  
ΔQ(kvar) 0.01  0.05  17.09  
ΔPZ(kW) 0.15  1.21  433.94  
5. Conclution
In this paper, unified expressions of singly (or parallelly) operated double (or three) winding 
transformers' energy loss are deduced. The effect of peak load shifting for economic operation of 
transformer is analyzed and the unified expression of optimal shift load amount is deduced. An example 
shows the actual effect of peak load shifting. In China, most of the load curves of enterprises (such as 
mine and factory) are the same as resident power consumption, so it is potential and feasible to save 
energy by peak load shifting. 
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